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exquisite and, without ever seeming absurd, wholly
original I was very much struck by your fidelity
to the text, which, particularly in the first act, is
more obscure than almost anywhere else in Shakes-
peare It is not the obscurity of corrupt text, but the
congestion of the mind of Shakespeare, in a tremend-
ous hurry to say a vast number of things—cutting
language down to its elements You are extremely
right in taking all this so fast, for although no audience
could possibly understand every line (however slowly
given) you put us in Shakespeare's mood, and let us
essentially understand by running off the lines so
rapidly We thought Mr Amley particularly excel-
lent, and his Leontes is quite a feat of memory as well
as of acting How curious it is that men have always
a better sense of verse than women "
II    1912
I learned in these years how incalculable are the
prospects which attend upon the production of plays
"A  Winter's  Tale"—that   lovely  moving  story—wel-
comed though it was by the critics and other people
of artistic temperament, failed to attract the general
public and had  to  be  taken  off after  a  short run
Undaunted, we began rehearsals for "Twelfth Night"
with Henry Ainley as Malvoho, Dennis Neilson-Terry
as Sebastian, and Evelyn Millard as Olivia
The production was most beautiful There was
probably never a time in the history of the theatre when
so many artists of genius lent their talents to theatrical
production Chief among them were Charles Ricketts,
Albert Rutherston and Norman Wilkinson who designed
costumes and scenery for "Twelfth Night" one of the
most beautiful productions I have ever seen
As Viola I had to solve one of the most difficult
problems which can confront any actress who has in her
an overpowering love of poetry Viola must be mannish
Is she not disguised as a boy1 Viola speaks the most
exquisite hnes

